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OWLS 
EVERY faculty hopes that each graduating class takes with it something more than an accumulation of 
useful information. More important than a store of facts 
concerning chemical reactions, mathematical formulae, 
and ingenious mechanisms is the development of an appre-
ciation for the modes of thought by which such knowledge 
has evolved. For the methods of abstraction, experiment 
and reflection are not peculiar to any one field of en-
deavor, and will bear fruit wherever they are properly 
applied. 
One cannot help being awed by the possibilities of 
the human mind when it is given direction and purpose. 
And the amount of relative good or evil one does depends 
much on the path and goal chosen. This is manifest in the 
seemingly paradoxical nature of the human mind. On 
the one hand it is capable of conceiving the inspiring 
beauties of poetry, music, and the vast generalizations 
that embrace the universe; and on the other hand, 
prompted by greed and wanton ambition, it is capable 
of the crime of depriving mankind of its youth, its 
laughter, and its energies. 
To think and act intelligently and thereby contribute 
to the sum total of human knowledge and happiness 
should be the primary purpose of the educated. Needless 
to say, the steadfast adherence to such principles is no easy 
task, but one can find encouragement in the words of 
the philosopher Epictetus—"They who are well instructed, 
like those who are exercised in the palaestra, if they happen 
to fall, quickly and dexterously rise again from mis-
fortune." 
LUIGI Z. POLLARA 
DEDICATED 
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TO LUIGI Z. POLLARA who has shared, as one of us, our 
experiences both within the classroom and without. He will always 
be remembered for his cheerful smile and thoughtful guidance. 
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FOREWORD 
CONSIDER an isolated common clay brick. By itself it has little value. But, place many bricks together 
and bind them with mortar. The result is a structure with 
a strength and value far in excess of any of its parts. Each 
brick has an important function, and if even one is 
removed the whole is weakened. 
The individual is much the same as the brick. Indi-
viduals or groups of individuals working for their own 
selfish interests are the cause of much confusion and 
friction among their fellow men. The plight of the world 
today is a notable example of the devastation wrought by 
individuals selfishly working for their own aims without 
regard for the needs of others about them. 
Apparently it is not natural to give of one's efforts 
and goods without the thought of reward or recompense, 
for, unfortunately, selfishness is a natural trait in man. 
In childhood, man is extremely self-centered, but as he 
grows older he gradually acquires extrovert habits. How-
ever, few men attain the desirable quality of complete 
altruism. 
In order that men may live and think freely as 
individuals they must be mutually inspired by the ideal of 
brotherly co-operation. "Am I my brother's keeper?" 
is an age-old question. If man is ever to approximate 
the heights to which he aspires, the answer is yes, for is 
it not true that in helping others we gain strength 
ourselves? 
We must become keenly aware that a tie-in of our 
lives with those of others is essential. Every life must be 
conscientiously woven into the fabric of our civilization. 
Just as a structure is weakened by the failure of 
individual bricks, civilization is undermined by the failure 
of men to co-operate with each other. As the bricks in 
a building are bound together with mortar so must the 
lives of individuals be bound together with the ideals of 
universal brotherhood, inspired by God. 
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To the Class of Forty 
WHEN the Class of 1940 passes into history this spring, it will mark the twenty-
first class that has completed its work at Newark Technical School during the 
time I have served as Director. 
Many things have happened since that thy in January 1920 when I came to Newark 
for the first time. There have been changes, many of them, both in the buildings and 
in the equipment and in the laboratories. There have been many changes in the faculty, 
and there have been many changes in the enrollment, particularly in an upward direction 
as regards numbers. Though the changes have been many and in the main, I think, for 
the better, I still believe that basically and fundamentally the students themselves do 
not change. It is true that our civilization of 1940 is much different from that of 
1920, but the individual young man, endeavoring to obtain his education in the eve-
ning, has not, it seems to me, departed from the pattern of the young man of twenty 
years ago in similar circumstances. 
For twenty years now I have been writing little messages like this for senior year 
books. Each time J have done this I have been compelled to think for a time on what 
I might say in the pages of the year book that may carry some particular significance. 
There is no particular need in this year of 1940 to tell you graduates how fine you 
are and how your success in completing your courses is a matter of especial gratifica-
tion to me. I told the Class of 1920 the same thing, but in a different way, and the 
only difference in the two classes, as I see it, is in the numbers. The Class of 1940 was 
much smaller than that of this year, but the individual problems and the many diffi-
culties all of you have to face and overcome during your years here are not by any 
means new. Our system of education here in the evening school is such that only those 
men possessing real initiative and ability, real ambition and the will to win, can possibly 
go as far as our graduates do. The Class of 1920 deserved their success just as much 
as you do, and their success in industrial life subsequent to graduation is a source of 
great pride to me personally and to the members of the faculty and instructing staff 
who are associated with me. 
In congratulating the Class of 1940 on the successful completion of their courses, 
I want to say that my best wishes go out to each one of you for continued success in 
your pursuit of happiness. 
ALLAN R. CULLIMORE 
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ALLAN R. CULLIMORE 
Director 
Newark Technical School 
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HENRY H. METZENHEIM 
Supervisor of Evening School 
CHARLES J. KIERNAN 
in charge of Student Relations 
THE approaching end of the school year marks for many of you the closing of one phase of your 
careers. Graduation signifies the successful comple-
tion of a project requiring years of earnest and con-
sistent devotion to a faith in your ability and in your 
future. 
At such a time it seems wise to pause for reflection 
and for reappraisal of values that may affect your 
plans for further training, education, and professional 
development. 
This should be a time for the revision of guiding 
principles that may have lost their full effectiveness. 
An extension of o:d ideas and possibly the adoption 
of more fundamental principles may be in order. 
In the minds of many who ponder these things 
there appears an individual who personifies to them 
what they want to do and want to be. They find it 
to be satisfactory to pattern their own plans and pro-
cedure according to their understanding of the judg-
ment of their adopted ideal. 
Others like to be independent. They want to de-
velop along lines that seem to them original or unique. 
They want to be captains of their souls and masters 
of their fates. 
Excellent results may be obtained either way pro-
vided each man chooses for himself the way that is 
best suited for him. 
H. H. METZENHEIM. 
IT is a real privilege to have this opportunity to say a word or two of congratulation to the Class of 
1940. That the members of the Class have had the 
courage and the ambition to persevere in their quest 
for knowledge is evidenced by the successful com-
pletion of the various courses by students of the Class. 
If there is one characteristic that the Class of 1940 
has exhibited more than any other during the last 
four years it is that of maturity. By maturity I do 
not mean in years as reckoned by age, since the class 
is just about the average age of similar classes, but in 
the general attitude and appreciation the students 
have developed, which enables them to make their 
own decisions and to stand on their own feet—in a 
word, to think for themselves. 
The faculty and the instructing staff in carrying 
out their work have never attempted to teach in the 
old pedagogic manner. In fact, and I think the 
members of the Senior Class will agree with me, the 
general attitude of both faculty and students has 
been to develop cooperation—in short, teachers and 
students working together. I think that all the mem-
bers of the Class of 1940 after entering the School 
as first-year men became aware of this fact. That 
everyone has lived up to this sense of responsibility, 
this feeling of maturity, is true beyond a doubt, and 
I want to congratulate you not only for your having 
successfully completed your courses but also for the 
spirit of cooperation that you have had during your 
four years with us. 
C. J. KIERNAN. 
Faculty 
Members 
1. Prof. Bradley 
2. Mr. Bauder 
3. Prof. La Londe 
4. Prof. Van Houten 
S. Prof. Spry 
6. Prof. Baker 
7. Prof. Shedd, Prof. McKone, 
Prof. Nims 
8. Prof. Burns 
9. Mr. Landers 
10. Mr. Freiler 
11. Prof. Walters 
12. Mr. Eskin 
13. Prof. Entwisle 
14. Prof. Hazell 
Do Not Quit 
When things go wrong, as they sometimes do, 
When the road you're trudging seems all uphill, 
When your funds are low and your debts are high. 
When you want to smile, but you have to sigh, 
When things are pressing you down a bit 
Rest if you must, but do not quit. 
Life is queer with its twists and turns 
As everyone of us sometimes learns, 
Many a failure turns about 
And h2 might have won, had he stuck it out. 
Don't give up if your pace seems slow 
You may succeed with another blow. 
Often the goal is nearer than 
It seems to a faint and faltering man. 
Often the struggler has given up 
When he might have captured the victor's cup. 
And he learned too late, after he lay down 
How close he was to the golden crown. 
Success is failure turned inside out; 
The silver lining of the clouds of doubt. 
And you never can guess how close you are, 
It may be near when it seems afar. 
So stick to the fight when you're hardest hit;  




the Senior Class 
F. KNOTH, JR. 
A. BRASUNAS 
F. LAIBLE  
PRESIDENT 
FRED M. KNOTH, JR. 
"Fritz" 
"Make most cf the time we yet may spend, before we 
too into the dust descend." 
A.E. 	Chemical 
1271 Robinson Terrace, Union, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Sergeant-at-Arms 3; Junior Prom and 
Yearbook Committee. Our most worthy President is 
a fine leader, a spirited worker and a swell fellow all 
around. 
VICE PRESIDENT 
ANTHONY DE SALES BRASUNAS 
"Tooly" 
"One should take good care not to grow too wise for 
so great a pleasure of life, as laughter." 
A.E. 	Chemical 
424 Trumbull Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Class Photographer; Chairman Senior Ball 
Comm.; Wrestling Team; Photographic Editor of 
Fratech. An athlete, scholar, and master at the art of 
prestidigitation. 
D. ROOME H. SHAHNAZARIAN  
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F. KNOTH. JR. 	 A. BRASUNAS 
TREASURER 
FRED H. LAIBLE 
"Fred" 




640 South 20th Street, Newark, N. J. 
Wrestling; Basketball; Vice-President of A.A.; Coach 
of Basketball Team; N.T.S.F. One of the most en-
thusiastic members of the class, Fred will be remem-
bered for his persuasive abilities. 
SECRETARY 
DOUGLAS PHELPS ROOME 
"Doug" 
"Strive for high ideals, spiritually, intellectually, 
social'y and physically." 
A.E. 	 Mechanical 
127 Orange Avenue, Irvington, N. J. 
Sec. of Class 3, 4; Wrestling Team; A.A.; N.T.S.F.; 
Fratech Staff; Co-Editor of Yearbook. An extremely 
industrious and serious minded young man with high 






HAROLD J. SHAENAZARIAN 
"Shan" 
"Laugh and the world laughs with you." 
A.E. 	 Chemical 
19 Gates Avenue, Summit, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Wrestling Team '38 and '40; Senior Ball 
Committee; Yearbook Committee; Sergeant-at-Arms 
'40. A noble man both in mind and in body. 
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N. ANTHONY ACCARDO 
"Nick" 
"Nothing ventured, nothing gained." 
A.E. 	ELECTRICAL 
267 Montclair Avenue, Vauxhall, N. J. 
Sec-treas. 	Athletic 	Association; 	Sec.-treas. 	Student 
Council; Junior Prom 	and 	Senior Ball 	Committees; 
N.T.S.F.; 	Year Book Committee; Constitution Com- 
mittee. 
GEORGE L. APSIFORME 
''George" 
"Nothing ventured, 	nothing gained" 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL AL 
271 Linden Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. 
One 	of 	Jersey 	City's 	finest 	N.T.S. 	students. 
FRED E. ANDES 
"Red" 
"Still water runs deep." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
523 Harrison Avenue, Harrison, New Jersey 
Fred has found that action speaks louder than words. 
Newark 	Technical 	School 	Fraternity. 
ELMER E. ARNOLD 
"Joe" 
"Oh, what mischief he could spin." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
540 Page Avenue, Lyndhurst, N. J. 
"Joe" Arnold's great sense of humor keeps the boys 
in stitches when he starts spinning some of his yarns. 
CASIMIR W. ANGULSKI 
"Casey" 
"Nothing is achieved without toil." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
391 South 8th Street, Newark, N. J. 
Swimming, 	football and dancing arc his chief weak- 
nesses. 	Athletic 	Association, 	Wrestling 	Team 	'38. 
FRANK BAGDON 
"Frank" 
"What price glory?"  
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
409 North Third Street, Harrison, N. J. 
When 	bigger 	and 	better 	machines 	are 	made, 	Frank 








WILLIAM BALL, JR. 
"Bill" 





138 Johnston Avenue, Kearny, N. J. 
For 	relaxation 	Bill 	finds 	nothing 	better 	than 	tennis, 
golf, reading, or music. 
HUGO G. BECKER, JR. 
"Beck" 
"No adventure—nn advance. 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL  
133 Fleming Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
President 	A.A.E. 	'40; 	A.A. 	member 	'35 	and 	'39; 
Intramural Basketball '3 S and '38; Sophomore Dance 
Committee; 	Chairman Junior 	Dance Committee '37. 
MICHAEL CHARLES BARILE 
"Mike" 
"Ho-hum—what time is it?" 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
447 So. 7th Street, Newark, N. J. 
Wrestling team, A.A.E., A.A. It was unnecessary for 
Mike 	to 	study 	wrestling 	in order 	to 	get 	a good 
grip on life. 
HARRY A. BENNETT, JR. 
"Bud" 
"A wise man is his own teacher." 
A.E. 	ELECTRICAL 
358 Second Avenue, Lyndhurst, N. J. 
Fishing 	for 	baskets 	in a 	game 	and 	for 	trout 	in a 
stream arc Bud's ideas of relaxation. 
WILLIAM S. BALLANTYNE 
"Bally" 
"Eat, drink and be merry— 
That's living." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
191 North 15th Street, East Orange, N. J. 
Bill's 	activities 	include: 	Junior Class 	Vice-Presidency, 
work on the Senior Ball Committee, and membership 
in the Newark Technical School Fraternity. 
HENRY L. BIRCKHOLTZ 
"Hen" 
"The 	artist 	draws 	with 	paint 	and 	brush; 
The photographer with eye and lens." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
16 Madison Avenue, Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. 
The yearbook is ample proof that Hen is an expert 
in his hobby of photography. 
W. 	BALL. 	IR. 
H. BECKER, JR. 
M. 	BARILE 










STANLEY ROBERT BIELSKY 
"Stan" 
"A mbition leads to success." 
A.E. 	CHEMICAL 
448 Court Street, Newark. N. J. 
Music hath charms to soothe Stan when he is 
troubled over some of his tough school problems. 
JOHN ALEXANDER BLACK 
"Jake" 
"it's all in fun." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
52 New Lawn Avenue, Arlington, N. J. 
N.T.S. can use more men of his high calibre. 
STEPHEN BOYKO 
"Steve" 
"The pen is mightier than the sword." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
231 First Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Senior Dance Committee. Steve is one of 
those rare individuals who really can mix music and 
philosophy with technology. 
ELMORE J. BROWER 
"All the world's a stage." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
1635 Edmund Terrace, Union, N. J. 
Hollywood may be the next stop for El since his 
interest in motvon picture photography may develop 
strange results. 
GERALD J. BROWN 
"Jerry" 
"Preparation precedes success." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
626 Bergen Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. 
"There's something about a soldier" and it caught 
Jerry's eye because he has a commission as second 
lieutenant in the Signal Reserve. 
JOHN WILLIAM BAKER 
"Bake" 
"Live to learn and learn to live." 
A.E. 	CHEMICAL 
103 York Avenue, Paterson, N. J. 
When Bake hears a "CQ" he answers with his call 




F. CIOFFI JR. 
C. ElSENMANN 
J. CAFONE 
R. COOKE F. ENNERSON 
FREDERICK WILLIAM RUCH  
"Buck" 
"Desire for money is The root of all evil." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
Mazdabrook Road, Whippany, N. J. 
There are many strange hobbies, but Buck seems to 
have picked a fine one in studying "Monetary 
Science." 
JOSEPH R. CAFONE  
"Joe" 




149 Van Reipen Avenue, Jersey City 
Joe's ambition is to change his five handicap to 
scratch at his hobby—golf. His other ambition is 
to graduate from Newark Tech. 
FRANK J. CIOFFI, JR. 
"Frank" 
"It can be done." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
267 Railroad Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. 
As a collector of stamps and old coins, Frank is 
unexcelled. Newark Technical School Fraternity. 
ROBERT THOMAS COOKE  
"Bob" 
"Music is man's personality in song." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
505 Norwood Street, East Orange, N. J. 
Bob is not a novice with a foil, and fences for a 
hobby and pastime. 
CHARLES EDWARD EISENMANN 
"Charlie" 
"I am content; from care I'm free." 
A.E. CHEMICAL 
206 Westfield Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J. 
Charlie finds that golf and fishing are all the hobbies 
necessary to keep him fit and happy. 
FRED ENINERSON 
"Fred" 
"The seconds of time fly too fast." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
23 Brookfield Road, Upper Montclair, N. J. 
A camera, a ear, and a rolling road are all the com-
ponents for a carefree existence in Fred's estimation. 1 9 4 0 
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FRANK FALCONE, JR.  
"Frank" 
"A light heart hies long." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
87 1/2 Summer Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
A strike on a bowling score sheet is worth 	two on 
the 	umpire's 	indicator 	in a 	baseball 	game according 
to Frank. 
ARTHUR R. GARABRANT  
"Art" 
"Common sense is genius dressed in its work clothe,' 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
412 3rd Avenue, Garwood, N. J. 
Tall, 	dark, 	and 	handsome 	with 	a flair 	for quietness, 
describes Art to all 	our classmates. 
FRANK C. FERGUSON 
"Ferg" 
"Scale the mountain to see the plain." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
543 Davis Avenue, Arlington, N. J. 
To Frank, we are indebted for Night Owls as the 
title for the Year Book. 
FRANK GEDROWICZ  
"Frankie" 
"Victory" 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
167 West Kinney Street, Newark, N. J. 
Recording 	Secretary 	Newark 	Technical 	School 	Fra- 
ternity '40; President Junior Class '39; 	Business 
Manager 	Year 	Book; 	Manager 	A.A. 	'39; Chairman 
New Year's Eve Party of 	N.T.S.F. '38. 
FRANK P. FRANCIA 
"Frank" 
"Be frank at all times." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
162 Belmont Avenue, Paterson, N. J. 
The 	Newark 	Technical 	School 	Fraternity 	and 	the 
Athletic 	Association 	combined to keep 	Frank's nose 
to 	die Tech 	social grindstone. 
GEORGE W. GEE  
"George" 
"In creating, the hard thing is to begin" 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
65 Hughes Street, Maplewood, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; 	Ring 	and 	Key 	Committee; 	Year 	Book 
Committee. George finds music 	and sports fascinat- 
ing 	pastimes 	for 	an overworked engineer. 







EDWARD PAUL GIESEKE 
"Pros" 
"Principle before all else." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
133 Linden Avenue, Irvington, N. J. 
President 	A.A.E. 	'37 	and 	'38; 	Member 	Ring 	and 
Key 	Committee; Assistant Advertising Manager 
Fratech '40. 	An 	ardent 	salesman, 	but 	still 	a fresh 
water 	fisherman at heart. 
DAVID RAMAGE GOODRICH 
"Dave" 
"Life is just a bowl of cherries." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
159 DeWitt Avenue, Belleville, N. J. 
Dave will be remembered for his attempts to amuse 
us 	with 	his 	witticisms ( ? ) . 
BERNARD F. GILBRIDE 
"Gil" 
"Great oaks from little acorns grow." 
A. 	E. CIVIL 
Martinsville, N. J. 
Gil 	is one of 	the 	sons of 	toil 	who believes 	in the 
"back to 	the farm" movement and 	interests him- 




"it may take a while, bwt I'll get there yet." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
63 Ellington Street, East Orange, N. J. 
N.T.S.F., 	A.A.E. 	A 	future 	designer 	of 	engines 
that 	fly. 
BERNARD J. GODFREY 
"Ben" 
"Evil be to him who evil thinks." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
15 Steuben Street, East Orange, N. J. 
What 	can possibly 	be as sweet as a pleasant excur- 
sion into the arms of Morpheus? 
QUIN GRAYBILL  
"Quin" 
"Still water runs deep." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
49 Smith Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
Meters 	are 	no 	mystery 	to 	Quin 	since 	he 	checks 















ROBERT R. GREASON 
"Bob-" 
-A good nor,' is better than a had one, and 
worth more." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
128 Coe Avenue, Hillside, N. J. 
Secretary American Association of Engineers. If you 
can't locate Bob, you can find him behind his 
camera. 
CHESTER ALLAN HANDLEWIT  
"Chet" 
-Adtance with knowledge" 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
85 Demarest Street, Newark, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Wrestling Team '36 and '37; Intramural 
and Varsity Basketball; Vice-President Class of '38 
and various committees. 
EDMOND HANSEN 
"Hank" 
"After all, why worry?" 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
110 Baldwin Street, Newark, N. J. 
Hank falls in and out of more jobs in a year 
than the average person does in a lifetime, yet 
despite this, manages to maintain a carefree outlook 
on life. 
KENNETH PAUL HARRIS  
"Ken" 
"Repose and cheerfulness is the badge of a gentleman." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
90 Passaic Avenue, Nutley, N. J. 
Mechanical gadgets are so interesting to Ken that he 
came to Tech to find out just how they work. 
WILLIAM HENRY HAYES  
"Bill" 
"A happy disposition is a great treasure" 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
56 Watsessing Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J. 
Bill pursues the denizens of the deep to get out in 
the open and take his mind off school work. 
WILLIAM B. HEWITT  
"Bill" 
"It is never too late to learn." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
29 James Street, Newark, N. J. 
Bill found little time for school activities, since life 
itself is full of extra work. 
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JOHN C. HOWELL  
"Jack" 




74 Broadview Avenue, Maplewood, N. J.  
Undoubtedly Jack's motto refers to ships—his first, 
last, and still lingering love. 
 
"Dutch" 
"Life is what we make it." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
478 Walnut Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
Crash is a basketball player who participated in intra-
mural and varsity basketball and crashed a few goals. 
NEIL KEISER 
"Kay" 
"Where there's a will, there's a way." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
256 North Fourth Street, Paterson, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Assistant Editor of Fratech and various 
committees. A man whose life proves that a social 
lion can also be a student and a sportsman. 




12 Chestnut Street, Kearny, N. J. 
Affable and blond, Ed's future is as bright as Ili,  
disposition. 
HERMAN S. KIMMICH  
"Herman" 
"Always on time." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
70 5th Street, Newark, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Vice-president of A.A. '40; Manager 
Wrestling Team '40; Wrestling Team '38, '39, '40. 
A fine instrument maker, enthusiastic wrestler and 
scholar. 
MICHAEL WALTER KLOS  
"Mike" 
"Variety and curiosity add spice to life." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
108 Ferguson Street, Newark, N. J. 
Mike's rushing around resulted in good scholastic 
standing and a job on the year book where he didn't 








CHARLES PHILIP KOCH  
"Collie" 
"He does not cheer and wildly shout, 
Concerning the things that he is about, 




28 Blauvelt Street, Teaneck, N. J. 
ANTHONY V. KRUKIEL  
"Tony" 
"A smile goes a long way." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
225 Sandford Avenue, Kearny, N. J. 
A 	bat, 	ball, 	and 	glove 	are 	the 	tools 	necessary 	to 
insure an enjoyable afternoon for Tony when he gets 
away from his books. 
WILLIAM THEODORE KOCH 
"Bill" 
"Honesty is the best policy." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
154 Smith Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
A high speed camera and a good short wave radio 




"A rolling stone gathers no moss." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
314 Hillside Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
A hard worker, Morris does his best when the going 
is hardest. 
LEOPOLD JOHN KONOPKA 
"John" 
"Horse racing is the sport of kings." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
500 Crows Mill Road, Fords, N. J. 
The Hambletonian seems to be the final goal of John 
since 	his 	interest 	in trotters 	keeps 	his 	mind 	on the 
horses. 
EDWARD L. LEMKE 
"Ed" 
"Character and intellect go hand in hand." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
136 Eastern Parkway, Irvington, N. J. 
Class 	President 	second 	year; 	Co-editor 	Senior 	Year 
Book; N.T.S.F.; Chairman Junior Prom Committee; 








NICHOLAS J. LICCESE  
"Nick" 
"To be, not to seem." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
98 Jefferson Street, Newark, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; 	Year 	Book 	Committee; 	Ring 	and 	Key 
Committee. An amateur cameraman of high stand- 
ing with a fine grasp on the fundamentals of photog-
raphy. 
WILLIAM THOMAS MAHER, JR.  
"Bill" 
"Men of feu words are the best men." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
253 Elm Street, Kearny, N. J. 
Bill is one of our strong, silent men who keeps things 
humming in his own 	inimitable manner. 
JOHN GRAY LITTELL  
"Jack" 
"And a jolly good fellow was hr." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
25 Montclair Avenue, Nutley, N. J. 
Jack is one of those fortunate fellows who combines 
his 	work 	and 	hobby 	and 	labors 	at his 	radio night 
and day. 
LEWIS DONALD MAINES  
"Painstaking patience is the price of progress." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
163 Grove Street, Bloomfield, N. J. 
Don 	hangs 	his 	hat 	at 	the 	Bakelite 	Corporation 
where his chemical activities arc appreciated. 
WILLIAM HENRY LOCKWOOD  
"Bill" 
-The end must justify the means." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
97 Johnson Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
Another 	future 	engineer 	who 	is photographically 
inclined. 
CHARLES P. MAJKRZAK 
"Cholly" 
"Let a smile be your umbrella" 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
40 Norwood Street, Newark, N. J. 
 
A.A.E. 	Cholly 	finds 	photography 	and 	his 	home 
workshop as 	fascinating as 	engineering. 
N. LICCESE 












JOSEPH MARTENS  
"Joe" 
"A life on the rolling main—." 
A.E. 	MECHANICAL  
7S North 14th Street, Haledon, N. J. 
In Joe we find a disciple of lzaak Walton who has 
the idea that tuna fishing is the sport for spare time. 
ELVIN MASTRIANI 
"Mas" 
"It is for us to reason why." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
25 Howell Place, Arlington, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; A.A.E.; Fencing Team. Skiing and tennis 
are excellent relaxation from the school grind. 
RICHARD J. McLAUGHLIN 
"Dick" 
"They conquer who believe they can." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
87 Stuyvesant Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
Mac confesses that he is interested in all sports and 
utilizes his spare time in taking part in as many as 
he can. 
JOHN JOSEPH MlLAZZO  
"Develop the mind, but do not neglect the body." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
232 Palmer Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
Milo's motto expresses his philosophy, for Isis agile 
body is skilled in acrobatics and the manly art of 
self defense. 
G. PRIOR MOLLOY  
"Stretch" 
"Sure—the Irish are a race of kings." 
A.E. 	ELECTRICAL. 
771 Lake Street, Newark, N. J. 
With his cheerful disposition G. P. stands high in 
scholarship and stature and also in our esteem. 
JAMES WALTER MOMBERG 
"Jim" 
"When will I get the time?" 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
314 E. Webster Avenue, Roselle Park, N. J. 
Photography takes up most of Jim's time when he 
isn't listening in on the short waves. 
GEORGE FREDRICK MUSSIG  
"George" 
"Speech is silver, silence is golden." 
A.E. 	ELECTRICAL  
96 19th Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
"Stamp collecting is an educational hobby," George 
says, "which teaches geography, history, and even art 
to those that arc interested." 
ROBERT C. NANCE  
"Bob" 
"Hi-ya Zeke!" 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL  
289 Pine Street, Lyndhurst, N. J. 
Bob indulges in all sports, but basketball provides 
him with his exercise at the present time. 
WILLIAM GEORGE NUGENT, JR.  
"Bill" 
"Veni, Vidi, Vici." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
289 North Seventh Street, Newark, N. J. 
Class officer '37; Captain of Chess and Fencing 
Teams; Officer N.T.S.F.; Basketball, Swimming and 
Boxing Teams; Student Council '38; Year Book 
and Dance Committees. Varsity Letter, 
RICHARD MICHAEL O'GURECK  
"Dick" 
"Live and learn." 
A.E. 	MECHANICAL  
337 Chestnut Street, Kearny, N. J. 
Living up to his motto, Dick is rounding out his 
education with a fine record. 
MARTIN D. O'MALLEY 
"Don" 
"Take it easy." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL  
319 Laurel Street, Susquehanna, Pa. 
Don worries but little. Come what may, he does the 
hard thing the easy way! 
ARTHUR J. OLIVA  
"Art" 
"Make use of lime; let not advantage slip." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
100 Dayton Street, Newark, N. J. 
Art participated in basketball in his freshman year 
but he has been too busy since then for other activ-
ities. 1 9 4 
G. MUSSIG 






WILLIAM LEE OPDYKE 
"Bill" 
"Why worry? " 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
610 Nye Avenue, Irvington, N. J. 
Among 	other 	things 	the 	Newark 	Technical 	School 
Fraternity occupied part of Bill's spare 	time when 
he wasn't reading or working on his radio. 
KURT F. PETER 
"Pete" 
"A good name never loses its lustre." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
1432 Burnett Avenue, Union, N. J. 
Ford tried to make a lady out of Pete's Lizzie, and 
since 	then 	Pete 	has 	used 	his 	Ford 	as a 	spare 	time 
occupation. 
HENRY A. ORBAN 
"Henny" 




1284 Myrtle Street, Newark, N. J. 
Basketball 	team 	'38 	and 	'39. 	For 	him 	there 	is but 
one sport—Basketball. 
CHARLES E. POST  
"Charlie" 
"Nothing but the best." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
195 North 4th Street, Paterson, N. J. 
Among 	the 	musically 	inclined 	members 	of 	the 
class, we include 	Charlie, who also is 	interested in 
distant 	places. 
DANIEL J. PASSARELLA 
"Passy" 
"Honesty and hard work will bring success." 
A.E. MECHANICAL 
175 Van Buren Street, Newark, N. J. 
Once famous 	for 	his baseball 	playing, Passy is now 
trying to "play ball" in the business world. 
JOHN J. PROKOPIK 
"Pro" 
"Strike while the iron is hot." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
86 Union Street, E. Rutherford, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; 	President 	A.A. 	'39; 	Assistant 	Editor 	Fra- 
tech, '40; Captain Wrestling Team '37 to '40; Year 









ROBERT THOMAS PURSELL  
''Bob" 
"Nature paints all gorgeous scenes." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
11 Park Place, Bloomfield, N. J. 
A.A.E. 	A 	lover 	of 	the 	great 	outdoors 	and 	the 
sports that go hand in hand with nature. 
HARRISON E. SANDERS, JR. 
"Silence is deep 
Speech is shallow." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
34 Riggs Place, South Orange, N. J. 
Ed 	is from 	Missouri, 	but 	he 	doesn't 	have 	to 	be 
shown. 	Taking candid shots of fishing companions 
is 	his spare-vime hobby. 
ALEXANDER IRVING RAE, JR.  
"Al,,, high." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
353 Belgrove Drive, Kearny, N. J. 
Al 	subscribes 	to the 	sentiment 	that 	it is 	necessary 
to be ambitious in order to succeed in life. He is a 
soccer 	player 	of considerable 	renown. 
EDWARD E. RUPPERT 
"Eddie" 
"Be good natured; 
Learn to cooperate with the inevitable." 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
883 So. Park Terrace, Union, N. J. 
Eddie's sense of humor stands him in good stead when 
he 	looks 	at his 	score 	sheets 	after 	golf 	or bowling. 
WILLIAM ADRIAN ROBINSON 
"Robbie" 
"Throw out the mud hook." 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
210 Franklin Avenue, Grantwood, N. J. 
A 	nautical 	man 	who sails all day 	and listens 	to the 
seagoing hams all night 	on 	W2EYY. 
EDWARD M. SCHLAEFER, JR.  
"Slow down to a gallop." 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
211 Hillside Avenue, Glen Ridge, N. J. 
Year 	Book 	Committee. 	A 	rare 	hobby 	is pursued 
by Ed since his 	relaxation includes the svudy 	of 
entomology. 
R. PURSELL 
H. SANDERS, JR. 
A. RAE. JR. 
E. RUPPERT 
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RUSSELL F. SCHROEDER 
"Schroed" 
"He can who thinks he can." 
A.E. 	Mechanical 
Glenwood Avenue, East Orange, N. J. 
A.A.E.: Basketball team. To him skiing, 
tennis, and photography work hand in hand with 
engineering. 
ARTHUR W. SEJECK 
"Sage" 




713 Van Buren Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; A.A.E. He finds time for bowling, swim-
ming, baseball, and even horse back riding. 
HENRY W. SCHEUERMAN  
"Hank" 
"What price education." 
A.E. 	Chemical 
521 Marshall Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Wrestling Team; A.A. A man with a fu-
ture as big as his body. 
EDWARD A. SPRAGUE  
"Ed" 
"Sincerity is the keystone to success." 
A.E. 	 Mechanical  
550 E. Jersey Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
One of the school's finest amateur photographers. 
To Ed photography is an art and a science, not 
simply a recording. 
FRANCIS JOSEPH STAVISH  
"Frank" 
"I snake it a rule to believe only what I understand." 
A.E. 	 Electrical  
517 East Second Street, Plainfield, N. J. 
Frank is one of our air-wave hunters and also adds 
fishing to Isis amateur radio activities. 
MEYER STEIN 
"Curly" 
"He who rules within himself, is more than a king." 
A.E. 	 Chemical  
508 E. Milton Avenue, Rahway, N. J. 
N.T.S.A.A.; N.T.S.F.; N.T.S.; Orchestra. A fine 
musician which is unusual for an engineer. 
Thirty 
JOSEPH A. STEPHAN 
Joe" 
"Keep your eye on the ball." 
A.E. 	 Chemical  
251 Morningside Avenue, Cliffside Park, N. J. 
Joe is one of our classmates who drives a little ball 
over hill and dale and strives to approach a figure 
known as par. 
LESLIE STEWARD SMITH 
"Les" 




7 Williams Road, Chatham, N. J. 
Wrestling team '36 and '37. Do not be surprised if 
Les turns out to be a professional photographer, for 
he is doing fine work now in his hobby. 
ISAAC S. STREJEVSKY 
"Ike" 
"You gotta show me." 
A.E. 	Chemical 
460 Leslie Street, Newark, N. J. 
N.T.S.F.; Yearbook and Senior Ball Committees; Stu-
dent Council '37 and '39; President Student Council 
'40. Ike, an excellent chemist, finds relaxation in 
photography and music. 
VICTOR H. SWENSON, JR.  
-Vic" 
"Well done is better than well said." 
A.E. 	 Mechanical  
100 Bennett Avenue, Arlington, N. J. 
One of the few men that really enjoys applying ac-
curate engineering tactics to precision machine work 
as a hobby. 
HERBERT L. TERHUNE  
"Terry" 
"Keep your chin up." 
A.E. 	 Civil  
276 Donaldson Avenue, Rutherford, N. J. 
Terry is a married man who can look the world in 
the eye and truthfully say that he has never let any-
thing get him down. 
PAUL A. TOMASKO  
"Pat" 
"Fight hard boys, 	be back." 
A.E. 	 Mechanical  
195 Silver Avenue, Hillside, N. J. 






V. SWENSON, JR. 
P. TOMASKO 
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CARL E. SWANSON 
"Carl" 
"Work hard, play hard." 
A.E. 	 Chemical  
489 Prospect Street, Nutley, N. J. 
Carl's chemistry lab. at home is his solution 	to the 
problem of what a man should do in his spare time. 
GEORGE WORMALD 
"George" 
"Two heads are better than one." 
A.E. 	 Chemical 
8 Gouverneur Street, Newark, N. J. 
Quiet, 	honest, 	studious, 	and 	sincere--attributes 	of 	a 
real man. 	N.T.S.F. 
JOHN TOMSHAW 
"Johnnie" 
"A man's a man for a' that." 
A.E. 	 Chemical  
15 Beech Street, Belleville, N. J. 
Photography as a hobby, and studying as a job, keep 
Johnny out of mischief. 
RICHARD E. WOLGIN 
"Dick" 
"Merit is easy in any man." 
A.E. 	 Chemical  
445 Elmora Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J. 
"It isn't necessary to shout our merits from the house 
tops in order to be recognized," says Dick. 
DANIEL N. WHITELEY 
"Whitey" 
"Live and let live." 
A. E. 	 Mechanical  
189 Liberty Street, Bloomfield, N. J. 
Our school will lose a good golfer when Whitey re- 
ceives his diploma. 	N.T.S.F. 
JOHN ZAKANYCZ  
"Johnny" 
"Try and try until success is attained." 
A.E. 	 Mechanical  
171 Van Winkle Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. 
Johnny's travels afford him many opportunities to use 









JOSEPH G. FEIBIG 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
FRED P. GREENWOOD 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
GEORGE W. HAMER 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
WILLIAM E. HOAG 
A.E 	 ELECTRICAL 
SAMUEL KOPOLD 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
JOSEPH C. HOFFMANN 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
THEODORE R. LEMANSKI 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
WALTER A. LAZAR 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
MILTON I. LEVENBAUM 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
JOHN II. REYNOLDS 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
WALLACE W. MacINTOSH 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
EDWARD H. SIDSERF 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
JOHN J. MILLARD 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL  
COLEMAN SKLAW 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL. 
JAMES W. PENDORF 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
SAUL SOLOMON 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL. 
LAVERNE W. WILLIAMS 
A.E. 	 CHEMICAL 
ROBERT G. TAYLOR 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
J. ABRAMSON 
A.E. 	 CIVIL. 
DIRK VAN GELDER 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
IRVING M. DIAMOND 
A.E. 	 CIVIL 
WILLIAM F. BOYCE 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
W. GONSLAVES 
A.E. 	 CIVIL 
JOHN S. CONWAY 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
WILLIAM J. McCRACKEN 
A.E. 	 CIVIL 
FRANCIS X. GENTHON 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL. 
DOMINICK L. SOMMA 
A.E. 	 CIVIL 
JOHN L. HOUGHTON 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
HARVEY DAVIES 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
LOUIS J. STENKEWICZ 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
JOSEPH J. GARNETT 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
STEPHEN J. STRAUB 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
GERARD G. GLADE BOYLE 
A.E. 	 ELECTRICAL 
WILLIAM J. WALTER 
A.E. 	 MECHANICAL 
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In Retrospect 
Looking back and reflecting on past achievements is a characteristic common to 
all graduating classes. The Class of '40 is no exception to this rule. Probably because 
we feel that in the four years that we have been at Newark Tech we have accomplished 
much, we take particular pride in recording for posterity some of the things we 
have done. 
The beginning of our formal existence as a class goes back to a cold December 
night in 1936 when a large group of freshmen was assembled for the purpose of setting 
up a class organization. After an interesting political campaign Benedict Di Murro 
was elected President. To assist him John Beno was elected Vice-President; Bill Caruso, 
Secretary; Bill Haleek, Treasurer; Paul Attard, Sergeant-at-arms; Ike Strejevsky and 
Paul Koch, Student Council Representatives. Class Constitutions being the accepted 
thing, Ed Lemke assisted by Nick Accardo managed to put one together. After much 
revision it was accepted by the Class and served as the basis of all our formal action 
for four years. 
The first social affair conducted by the Class was a highly successful stag bowling 
party in February, 1937. Those of us who attended will always remember the good 
fellowship had and the friendships made that evening. 
The Sophomore year saw the following officers elected: Ed Lemke, President; Bill 
Ballantyne, Vice-President; Bill Caruso, Secretary; Bill Halek, Treasurer; Paul Attard, 
Sergeant-at-arms; Bill Nugent and Nick Accardo, Student Council Representatives. 
The outstanding event of this year was the Soph Hop held in February of 1938 
at the Hotel Winfield Scott in Elizabeth. The fun and gaiety of this occasion will 
long provide us with many haunting memories. We would be accused of whitewashing 
this account, however, if we failed to mention that this affair caused the class some 
financial embarrassment. For this reason the dance has been permanently dubbed the 
"Soph Flop." 
The junior year showed plainly how co-operation between class members could be 
responsible for an effective and successful organization. Without that spirit of all 
working together the successful ventures culminated during this year would not have 
been possible. 
Frank Gedrowicz was elected President, assisted by Chet Handlewit, Vice-
President; Doug Roome, Secretary; Fred Laible, Treasurer; Fred Knoth, Sergeant-at-arms; 
Ben Morrow and Ike Strejevsky, Student Council Representatives. 
Larry Nilsen will be remembered for his design of our class pennant. Through his 
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efforts a large number of these distinctive banners were sold to class members. "Tooly" 
Brasunas was appointed class photographer and recorded all of the outstanding events 
of the year. 
The crowning achievement of the Junior year, however, was a splendid Junior 
Prom. Ed Lemke assisted by Nick Accardo, Frank Bagdon, Bill Ballantyne, Fred Knoth, 
Ben Morrow, Bill Nugent, and Doug Roome presented an affair which proved to be the 
talk of the school for months to come. 
At the close of the year Mr. Luigi Pollara, who had displayed an eager and active 
interest in the class organization was elected as Class Adviser. Deeming it necessary 
to get an early start on the Senior Yearbook, Frank Gedrowicz was appointed as 
Chairman of the Yearbook Committee. He was assisted by a group of volunteers in 
laying the groundwork preparatory to publishing the book. 
Fred Knoth was elected President of the class in our last year at Tech. Anthony 
Brasunas was chosen Vice-President; Fred Laible, Treasurer; Doug Roome, Secretary; 
Harold "Shan" Shahnazarian, Sergeant-at-arms; Ike Strejevsky and Ben Morrow, 
Student Council Representatives. 
Doug Roome and Ed Lemke were chosen co-editors of the Yearbook. To handle 
the financial affairs Frank Gedrowicz was appointed business manager. The following 
men contributed of their time and .effort to make the Yearbook one of the outstanding 
publications in the history of the school: Nick Liccese, Mike Klos, Fred Andes, Fred 
Knoth, John Prokopik, Neil Keiser, Anthony Brasunas, Hank Birckholtz, Nick Accardo, 
Chet Handlewit, Bill Nugent, Fred Laible, and Ike Strejcvsky. 
Chet Handlewit assisted by a very competent committee, including George Gee, 
Ed Gieseke, and Nick Liccese, handled the purchase of the class rings and keys in a very 
efficient manner. 
At the time this book goes to press "Tooly" Brasunas is doing a great job in 
promoting the final social event of the class, the Senior Ball to be held on March 30 
at the Suburban Golf Club. Steve Boyko, Ike Strejevsky, Neil Keiser, Nick Accardo, 
Bill Nugent, "Shan" Shahnazarian, John Prokopik, and Bill Ballantyne are helping to put 
this dance over as one of the best ever held by any organization of the school. 
Both in the classroom and in our social activities many of the men in the class of 
'40 have shown exceptional ability. The experiences of the past four years have served 
to develop those talents. In addition to the knowledge gained and the good times had, 
one of the things most of us will cherish are the friendships acquired during these 
years. 
Many of us will continue in our quest for knowledge. To those of us who are 
going ahead and also to those who have completed their formal education we would like 
to leave the following thought: 
"As we conquer peak after peak we see in front of us regions full of 
interest and beauty, but we do not see our goal, we do not see the horizon; 
in the distance tower still higher peaks, which will yield to those who 
ascend them still wider prospects." 
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Just a Little Gossip 
After dashing through the halls of Newark Tech. for four years and becoming en-
tangled in its social and technical atmosphere, we seniors are leaving with lumps in our 
throats. We feel sure that the school will not be the same without some of the follow-
ing men. Tech certainly will miss ambitious "Dictator" Frank Gedrowicz, dynamic or-
ganizer and worker. President Fred Knoth will be remembered for his form-fitting 
suits, Tarzan Schahnazarian for his feats of strength, Chet Handlewit for his "loud" 
suits, Birckholtz for his super candid camera shots, "Butcher" Nugcnt for his rapier 
fame. "High-pressure" Laible will not be forgotten for his sales fame, nor "Tooly" 
Brasunas for his feats of prestidigitation. The halls will no longer echo the amplitude 
of Bill Robinson's voice, nor will they encourage the quietness of Fred Andes. Tech will 
also lose that "fine music connoisseur" Bill Ballantyne. We will miss Neil Keiser's prop-
aganda on plastics, and Herman Kimmich's range finders. 
We won't forget Ike Strejevsky's saucy humor, nor Goodrich's ever present "joke 
of the day." The Athletic Association loses such fine athletes as "Muscle Bound" Kim-
mich, "Lightning" Roome, "Snake Hips" Barile, "Mat Burn" Prokopik, and "Daredevil" 
Brasunas, all of the grunting division. We can forgive Steve Boyko for sleeping in his 
Mechanics class, for after all he is a chemist of high standing. We can even forgive 
Maines for his spirited arguments with the chemistry lecturers. As a chemist, Ed 
Schlaefer Jr. made a splendid photographer, and Joe Cafonc, an excellent golfer. Zig 
Mastriani and Sepp Schroeder were dubbed the "Finn Boys" for their apparent skill in 
the Finnish art of sliding on snow with modified barrel staves. We hope Art Sejeck can 
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handle his matrimonial plans as skillfully as he did his school work, and we also hope 
Alex Rae will be as successful in his engineering career as he is on the Scots-American 
soccer team. The startling resemblance of Ed Ruppert to Abe Lincoln may net him a po-
litical career—we hope! H. Terhune proved to us that a wife and two children arc no 
handicap to a scholar. To Casy Angulski goes the credit for the most humorous speech 
made in third-year English, and to Ed Sprague goes the credit for the trickiest manipula-
tion of the slip stick (slide rule to the uninitiated). Another external star (outside of 
school) is "Crasher" Kasch, number one man of a local varnish concern's basketball team, 
and we also note that Dick McLaughlin is his understudy in the same line of endeavor. It 
seems that our Alma Mater also loses a man skilled in the extreme-ultra modern form 
of dancing—"Jitterbug" Becker. "Co-Ed" Lemke really personified the name of this 
yearbook by burning the midnight oil in order to get the year book to press in time—
This also goes for the rest of the staff. We found Dirk Van Gelder and Coleman Sklar 
to be the electrical section's version of Damon and Pythias in the night school. Why 
did Jimmy Momberg and Frank Stavish delight in asking pertinent questions in all classes 
they attended?—Maybe questions are the sign of intelligence! The boys certainly en-
joyed "Stretch" Molloy's facts on insurance although they are a bit evasive when it 
comes to actually buying a policy! "Hank" Hansen proved that an engineer can give 
his jallopy a face lifting job and now he finds that his car has fallen into the category 
of "also rans." "Economy" Bill Opdyke pulled a fast one over the boys at the "Penny 
a Pound" Dance—he brought his 98 pound girl friend! That "Silence is Golden" was 
emphatically proved to Greenwood during one memorable Chemistry class! To "Sus-
quehanna" O'Malley we owe the true meaning of policy "Easy does it"—But does it 
always work? The boys are wondering if Leslie Smith—buyer of "fancy" photographic 
supplies will ever learn to use them—maybe we ought to recommend a box camera for 
real results! Is Meyer Stein a potential Harry James; or Paul Tomasko another Buffalo 
Bill, or Dave Goodrich a successor to Will Rogers? The qualities are there, but will they 
ever be developed? Only time will tell. 
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Class of '41 
As we approach a step closer to our goal 
we pause to reflect on the events of the 
past year. Many more of our members have 
become acquainted with their fellow class-
mates and other men in the school. This 
increased interest has brought a finer spirit 
of cooperation which has resulted in all of 
our activities having been successful both 
socially and financially. 
Realizing that our men have little time 
for extracurricular activities we have en-
deavored to hold short Class Meetings rather 
often, with the hope that we may bring 
many more of our classmates together. 
This year, as tradition demanded, the 
junior Class honored the Seniors by dedicat-
ing to them a farewell dance. As might be 
expected this dance was one of the most 
successful affairs of the year. 
We are looking forward to our Senior 
year as being our best. We hope that we 
may have the opportunity to become ac-
quainted with and cooperate with many 
more of our fellow students. 
The Junior Class takes this opportunity 
to congratulate the graduating Class of 1940 
and hopes that they may be successful in all 
their future ventures. 
OFFICERS 
President 	  ALBIN EHRHARDT 
Vice President 	. MARTIN BARANSKI 
Treasurer 	 ROBERT SHALLCROSS 
Secretary 	  FRANK COMERCI 
1941 
Class of '42 
The Class of '42 has come a long way 
since that first meeting after the election 
of officers. We were then only a handful of 
inexperienced freshmen with a few scattered 
ideas in our heads but without experi-
ence necessary to carry them out. 
As we hold our meetings now we still 
have only a handful of loyal supporters, but 
we have behind us the knowledge that comes 
from experience. Our freshman bowling 
club under the direction of Russ Behney, 
and our Freshman Dance, our first social 
success, which was so ably handled, by Wal-
ter Hart were only stepping stones to the 
Soph Bowling Club and the Soph Hop. 
After looking back at our past success' 
we can look forward to even greater suc-
cesses next year with the Junior Prom, and 
to the time when our scholastic efforts will 
be crowned when we, like the Class of '40, 
go out from Newark Tech to achieve success 
in other fields. And now with our best 
wishes for a happy, prosperous, and peaceful 




 ALBERT WIEST 
Vice President  EDWARD FLYNN 
Secretary 	  EDWARD WALSH 












Class of '43 
On a warm evening in the first week of 
October, the discerning observer could see 
a few students who seemed to be different 
from the others. These were the lowly 
freshmen, a bit bewildered but determined 
that they would become the "Leaders of 
Tomorrow." 
Under the careful guidance of Mr. Kiern-
an the first class meeting was a success and 
many friendships were formed, helping the 
class to function as a unit. The second class 
meeting helped inaugurate the class program 
and the members looked forward eagerly to 
the consummation of their plans. Officers 
were elected at this meeting, and some of 
the upperclassmen advised and promised to 
aid the freshman class in any matter in 
which they could help. 
With the convocation of 1939, came the 
first opportunity of the freshmen to become 
acquainted with the various extracurricular 
activities with which the student body oc-
cupied itself. Officers of the many organ-
izations and groups spoke and explained the 
aims and purposes of their respective bodies 
telling how the freshmen could participate. 
Fear of the initial examinations struck 
the breasts of many freshmen, but these 
fears were soon dissipated. The teaching of 
the faculty of the school came to the rescue 
and the majority of the class passed with 
flying colors. Time passed, and the Fresh-
man Dinner-Dance was held and was a huge 
success due to the indefatigable spirit of 
some of the class members. 
Thus came the end of a good beginning. 
This would not have been possible were it 
not for the fatherly assistance of the Senior 
Class. To them the freshmen gratefully 
say, "The best of luck-all the way." 
OFFICERS 




Secretary PAUL A. WHITTING 
Treasurer RUSSEL DE MUTH 




Reading top to bottom: N. 
Liccese, H. Birckholtz, N. 
Keiser. C. Handlewit, N. 
Accardo, J. Prokopik. W. 
Nugent. D. Roome, F. G
edrowicz. M. Klos, L Strejevsky, 
F. Knoth, B. Morrow, E. 
Lemke, F. Laible. 
Each year it is an accepted custom for the Senior Class to publish a yearbook in 
which the various students strive to outdo themselves praising their respective organ-
izations. These efforts are benignly tolerated by the yearbook staff, for this group of 
sagacious young men realize that an opportunity must be granted for these expressions. 
Repression of these outbursts would be merely bottling up psychological dynamite which, 
in time, would burst forth with explosive and disruptive force. 
Then too, man being the sentimental animal that he is, delights in reminiscing. 
What greater aid is there to pleasant retrospection than a yearbook which is replete with 
the activities of a busy four years—one that tells what Joe Zilch did at the Junior 
Prom, or tells how E. K. went to sleep in physics lecture every Monday night? 




EDWARD L. LEMKE 










WILLIAM G. NUGENT, JR. 
GEORGE GEE 
ISAAC STREJEVSKY 






 N. ANTHONY ACCARDO 
Art 






The Student Council of the N. T. S. has, since its inception, 
acted at the liaison force between the student body and the adminis-
tration. The Council is composed of representatives of the class or-
ganizations whose duties are to bring before the Council class bus-
iness relating to the student body so that there are no conflicts be-
tween organizations. All grievances against the faculty or ad-
ministration are discussed and recommendations are made to the 
parties concerned. 
Each year the Student Council conducts a convocation which 
is addressed by the director of the school and the presidents of all 
organizations. 
The Council is under the able guidance of Mr. Charles Kiernan, 
Director of Student Relations of the school. 
The Members of the Council are: 
Mr. Isaac Strejevsky '40 President 
Mr. Benjamin Morrow '40 
Mr. William Harper '41 Vice President 
Mr. Joshua Calman '41 
Mr. Walter Hart '42 Secretary-Treasurer 
Mr. Leonard Kavalus '42 
Mr. Henry Dehm '43 
H. Dehm, B. Morrow, W. Hart. L Strejevsky. 
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The Fraternity takes this opportunity of thanking all its 
brothers and friends for their interest in the organization during the 
past year. If it were not for their co-operation, the Fraternity 
would cease to exist. Like many of the classes graduating in the 
past, the seniors this year have a large representation in the Fra-
ternity. Many have had the honor of holding office; others have 
served on the committees of our social functions. May we wish 
them and their classmates the best of luck in what lies ahead. We 
sincerely hope that some of them will avail themselves of the cordial 
standing invitation that the Fraternity of the future extends to 
them, if they care to refresh pleasant memories of the days of N. 
T. S. As all of you know, and we hope that the brothers will never 
forget in days to come, "The Fraternity has a good time all of the 
time." 












Sergeant at Arms 
HENRY SZYGULSKI 




BOARD OF MANAGERS 
Graduate 
JAMES KELLY AND 
JOSEPH UR 
Undergraduate 
WILLIAM G. NUGENT, JR. 
FRED LIABLE 
ANTHONY BRASUNAS 
H. Szygulski, F. Laible, W. Ballantyne, A. 
Brasunas, J. Ur, D. Roome, F. Gedrowicz, I. Akerblom, 
V. Bonadies, A. Fein, W. Nugent. 
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H. Becker, R. Greason, R. Sasse, E. Walsh. 
The 
A.A.E. 
With the passing of the Class of '40 the A. A. E. loses the 
services and pleasant presence of several officers and members. Their 
leaving is deeply regretted, but the club's loss is eased by the knowl-
edge that it has aided in the blending of character and education 
which these men experienced while at Newark Tech. To these 
men the club extends a cordial "Auf Wiedersehen" with the hope of 
seeing them in the future as supporters of the national organization. 
To the Class of '40 as a whole it must be said that the club will 
miss its presence at the school due to the fact that it has been one of 
the most energetic groups here for the past few years. The school, 
and with it the various clubs and extracurricular groups, has gained 
prestige and popularity due to the splendid spirit of co-operation 
which marked the doings and accomplishments of the class of '40. 
In bidding a final farewell to the class, the Club quotes an ex-
cerpt from the Vows of Service of the American Association of 
Engineers, which, when viewed in the sense with which it is offered, 
will aid to make the world a better place to live. The men of the 
class of '40 are urged: 
"To place service before profit, the honor and standing of the 
Engineering Profession before personal advantage and the Public 
Welfare above all other consideration." 
President 	 Treasurer 
HUGO BECKER 	 RICHARD SASSE 
Vice President 	 Secretary 
EDWARD WALSH ROBERT R. GREASON 
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N. Accardo. H. Kim
mich. F. Russell, R. 
Hedden. J. Prokopik. 
D. Roome, A. Brasunas, H. Kimmich, H. 
Szygulski, H. Shahnazarian, M. Barile, J. 





Since its organization, the Athletic Association has taken an 
increasing interest in school activities. The primary purpose of the 
organization has been to provide physical benefits and good times 
for its members. The co-operation of the members in supporting 
the Annual Dinner-Dance evidences the fellowship that is char-
acteristic of the organization. 
President 	 Secretary-Treasurer 
RUSSEL HEDDEN 	 N. ANTHONY ACCARDO 
Manager 
FRED RUSSELL 
Vice President 	 Adviser 
HERMAN KIMMICH 	 JOHN J. PROKOPIK 
The wrestling team, organized in this school four years ago, 
has become one of the most active of the groups which comprise the 
Athletic Association. 
Under the guidance of Coach Szygulski, Manager Kimmich, 
and Captain Prokopik, the members of the team enjoyed many 
strenuous matches. By the application of scientific methods, in-
juries were entirely eliminated, and wrestling skill was developed. 
Manager 
HERMAN KIMMICH 
Coach 	 Captain 





The basketball team representing the Newark Technical School 
had a successful season, with a record of six victories and three de- 
feats. 	Included among the victims were Irvington, Barringer and 
Rutgers University College. 
The team gained honor even in defeat, for all the losses were
by small margins. 	After a very thrilling game, the Newark College 
of Engineering defeated the Tech team. 	Three minutes of the 
game were left with the score at twenty-six to twenty-five. 	The 
stronger N. C. E. team then scored and finally won thirty-three to 
twenty-five. 
The players that were on the team included Ernie Watts, Frank 
Sarnecky, Al Kucinski, Bob Smith, Wes Kapec, Jim Brohawn, Dick 
Sasse, Vernon Shelters, and Bill Cairns. 	Jim Murtha was coach and 
Wes Kapec was manager of the team. 
The fellows deserve a great deal of credit for the success they 
have achieved. 	Despite 	the 	handicaps of little 	practice and 	the 
necessity for studying at night, the team has triumphed and gained 
an enviable record. 
Back row: R. Smith, V. Shelters, J. Brohawn. 
R. Sasse. Front  row: J. Atkinson, F. Sarnecky, F. 
Watts, W. Kapec, A. Kucinski, G. Seliek. 
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THE NEWARK TECHNICAL SCHOOL 
Courses in Civil, Electrical, and 
Mechanical Engineering, and in 
Chemistry, Leading to the 
Degree of B. S. 
Evening Engineering Courses 
Chemical, Civil, Electrical, 
Mechanical Engineering 
For Information Apply to the Registrar 
NEWARK TECHNICAL SCHOOL 








113 MONROE STREET 




LIFE INSURANCE  
AUTOMOBILE 
FIRE 
60 PARK AVENUE 	 NEWARK, N. J. 
Mitchell 2-0700 
Official Photographer for Newark Tech 
for the past twelve years 
The Broad Studio 
• 
We Guarantee Satisfaction 
• 
889 BROAD STREET 	 NEWARK, N. J. 
H. J. LECHTER, Photographer 
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A Source of Dependable Apparatus for the Needs in Your Laboratory 
WE MANUFACTURE 
Any special item of glass if possible 
On our own premises 
WE DEAL IN 




Water Baths, Etc. 
four inquiries for special apparatus are invited 
OTTO R. GREINER CO. 
Manufacturers and Dealers 
in Laboratory Supplies 
55 PLANE STREET 	NEWARK, N. J. 
Telephone HUmboldt 2-5884 - 
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS 	 NOVELTIES 
"Sweet and low" 	 "Just for fun" 
"Dance and Be 
THE GOLDEN CREST WAY 
Al. Kurdek 
Bloomfield 2-1695-M 
FREDDIE MASON 	 THE CRESTMEN 
"Memorable Vocals" 	 "Three on a song" 
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The scene of the more popular N. T. S. Dances 
Conveniently and Attractively located 
Distinctive dancing Rendezvous 
Suburban Golf Club 
Morris Avenue 	 Union, N. J. 
Rothrock Tailors, Inc. 
ESTABLISHED 1906 
J. FRANCIS MALONEY, Manager 
New Jersey's Finest Dress Suit 
Rental Department 
EXCLUSIVE CUSTOM TAILORING 
13 ACADEMY STREET 	 TELEPHONE 
NEWARK, N. J. 	 MARKET 2-4313 
Hudson Office Supply Co. 
Wholesale School and Office Supplies 
26 LINDEN STREET 









Perfect Fit and 
High Class Workmanship 
90 BRANFORD PLACE 
NEWARK, N. J. 
Phone MArket 2-8192 
Let's Dance 
You can get Real Enjoyment 
on your vacation when 
you dance well 
SOCIAL DANCING is a 
pastime 	which 	contributes 
I 	much to personality, 	popu- 
larity and good health. 
 
Classes or private lessons 
day or evening. 
 
M. C. Richards 
Studio of Dancing 
571 Broad St., Cor. Central Ave. 
Newark, N. J. 
MArket 2-4343 	SO. 2-5213 
"They mote easiest 
who have learned to Dance." 




Flowers For All 
Occasions 
 
6 BRANFORD PLACE 
NEWARK, N. J.  
Choice Flowers 
at Reasonable Cost 
E L I O T 
PREPARATORY 
SCHOOL 




Admission to Newark Technical 
School and Newark College 
of Engineering 
PREPARATION FOR ALL COLLEGES 
951 BROAD STREET 
Cor. Court Street 
NEWARK, N. J. 
TUITION — Day $17 a month 
Night — $12 a month 
Blue Prints 
Drawing Materials 
All Types of Engineering 
Reproductions and  
Drafting Supplies 
Ira E. Bergman 
100 FLORENCE AVENUE 
IRVINGTON, N. J. 
ESsex 3-1120 





At Popular Prices 
For the Students 
Large Variety 
Big Helpings 




HIGH STREET & 
SUMMIT PLACE 
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Ralpho A. Fucci, Manager 
83 WARREN STREET 















Anything from a Cool, Re- 








Corner Summit and 
Warren Streets 
Newark, N. J. 
May we hare the pleasure of your 
early 	visit? 
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T H E 1 9 4 0 
NIGHT OWLS 




.. A TRADITION 	 . 
Webster says — "Tradition is the 
delivery of opinions, doctrines, prac-
tices and customs from ancestors to 
posterity 	. 
The ability to produce outstanding 
Annuals has been a tradition in the 
"Progress Family" for the past twenty-nine years. Our 
growth has not been a mushroom one, but a steady, conserva-
tive building processe designed to give you better and finer 
books. All of the Progress personnel are at your servicee 
with layouts and designs, personal contacts, cover ideas, and 
helpful editing hints. 
May we suggest that when you think of a Class Book, 
think of 	. 	. 	. 
PROGRESS PUBLISHING CO. 
PROGRESS SQUARE, CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY 
Caldwell 6-1000 
PRODUCERS OF OUTSTANDING ANNUALS SINCE 1911 
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For Future Reference 
Every student of Newark Tech looks forward to success in his chosen field. 
Those with self-denial and ambition 
enough to attend classes at 
night, after working all day, 
certainly must be intensely 
interested in their future. 
Some day an important phase of 
that future will be life in-
surance. Be prepared to 
acquire yours wisely. 
The Prudential man is always available for discussion. 
The Prudential 
Insurance 	Company of America 
Home Office, NEWARK, N. J. 
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